TESTOVÉ OTÁZKY
PRAVEK

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is Prehistory?
When do you think the Ancient Times start?
Who was Christian Thomsen?
Which period in the history of a mankind is the oldest and the longest?
What did Christian Thomsen use as a guide to divide the Prehistoric Times into three
periods.
6. Who is a father of Evolution.
7. Which theories deal with the creation of the world.
8. What is homonisation
9. Write down the names of each Man as they developed.
10. What changes did the Neolithic Revolution bring?
11. Which year did the Ice Age end up and it became warmer?
12. What kind of tools did the hunters use to paint?
13. What kind of colours did they use?
14. What did the drawings mean for them?
15. What do the footprints in front of the drawings reveal to us?
16. Why are these caves called the first temples?
17. Characterize the position of a woman in the society.
18. What did Venus symbolise?
19. What represents the Slovak Stone Age art?
20. Where is Stonehenge situated?
21. What are the Megaliths?
22. Why are the graves important for the archeologists?
23. Which God has Stonehenge been sacred to?
24. What was the purpose of the Stonehenge?
25. Where else in the world can someone find megaliths?
26. When was the metal discovered?
27. How was the metal discovered?
28. When did people start to use bronze in Europe?
29. When did people start to use iron in Europe?
30. How did the use of metal change the structure of the society?
31. Why were the iron weapons better than bronze weapons?
32. Write down two periods of the Iron Age.
33. Which period did the Celts come to our territory?
34. Could Celts read and write?
35. Who was a Druid?
36. Write down the names of the Celtic coins found in our territory.
37. How do we call fortified areas of Celts?
38. Write down 5 countries where the Celts lived.
39. Christian Jurgensen Thomsen (1788 – 1865), a director of a museum in Copenhagen,
Denmark, divided the Prehistoric Times into three periods. Write down these periods.
1.
2.

3.

40. Which period of history is the oldest?
41. Which period of history is the longest?
42. What is the question of all questions?
43. Which theory says that the man developed from the ape?
44. Who is the father of the theory which says that the man developed from the ape?
45. Which theory says that the God created a man?
46. What is homonisation?
47. Complete the following table.
Latin

English

Slovak

Australopithecus
Homo habilis
Človek vzpriamený
Wise Man
Neanderthal
Človek dnešného typu
48. Use the following words to describe Australopithecus and Homo Erectus.
East Africa

Man-Ape

Handy Man

primitive tools

hunter

food-gatherer

made a fire

mamoth

Upright Man
nomad
hand-axe

lived in caves

Australopihecus
Homo Erectus

49. Write the English and Latin words for:
Slovak
Staršia doba kamenná
Mladšia doba kamenná

English

Latin

50. Sort the following words.
nomads

hunters

domestication

caves

houses

they did not move from place to place

Ice Age

warmer weather

Staršia doba kamenná

Mladšia doba kamenná

51. Where was found the first Neanderthal skeleton?

52. Who studied the first Neanderthal skeleton?

53. Where was the Neanderthal found in Slovakia?
54. Who studied the Neanderthal in Slovakia?

farming

homonisation

